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WINTER 2019 Edit ion

Winter is coming and the relentless advance of new software 
products, versions and feature updates continues. In this edition 
we’re presenting you with the highlights - along with some very 
special offers - on the best Enterprise grade products.   

Articulate 360
Simplify E-Learning Development

BONUS OFFER 
Blue Yeti Microphone

1300 553 313 sales@microway.com.au www.microway.com.au

Visual Studio 2019 - Dark Cloud
The major new version of Visual Studio 
arrived only several weeks ago at the 
start of April - bringing with it a raft of 
new features and enhancements. UI 
improvements ranging from the long 
anticipated Dark Mode to clean new 
menus and toolbars, make Visual Studio 
2019 a must-have productivity booster. 
Enhanced and deeper Cloud integration, 
One-Click Code Cleanup and AI-powered 
Code Completion all combine to help 
automatically improve the quality of your 
code. See Visual Studio 2019 on page 10.

Does SCCM and MSIX mix?
Microsoft has been relying on the Windows 
Installer MSI file format for installation 
packages for around 20 years now. It’s 
also tried some new formats in the past 10 
years that have shown promise - but were 
not Enterprise ready (eg: AppX).

Now, as Microsoft intensifies its efforts 
to consolidate its various installer 
technologies into a new MSIX format, 
Flexera AdminStudio (see page 5) has been 
updated to include support for converting 
.msi files into the .msix format. Since 
Microsoft see’s the new MSIX as the future 
of Enterprise package distribution, SCCM 
now supports the format.

Developers looking to have their 
applications appeal to enterprise 
customers, can use the new InstallShield 
2019 to publish MSIX installer files. 
InstallShield has undergone a significant 
transformation in this and the previous 
version - so if you’ve not used a recent 
version, you’ll be impressed by the new 
features, enhancements and UI changes. 
See InstallShield 2019 (see page 2).

ELearning - Government does 360
Government departments and agencies 
at all 3 tiers of government in Australia 
are continuing to adopt the Articulate 360 
E-Learning solution at an ever increasing
rate. The award winning authoring tools,
services and resources included in the
subscription provide comprehensive
capabilities and compelling value.
The Articulate 360 TEAMS subscription 
has strong appeal for Government and 
Enterprise customers due to it’s additional, 
exclusive features that make it easy 
for users to collaborate on projects. 
Organisations can build a shared collection 
of templates, slides, and scenes that 
anyone on the team can access, right from 
within the app. Management of users and 
groups is a snap. Add more seats, invite 
new users, assign group admins, and 
update user permissions in seconds.
Users particularly love the Content Library. 
Articulate 360 gives you access to an ever-
expanding library of 4.5+ million images 
and customisable slide templates designed 
by pros. And it’s included with your 
Articulate 360 subscription. We can’t say 
enough about this product - check it out on 
page 16 and the enclosed brochure.

Python attacks AI
As several languages vie for dominance 
in the Artificial Intelligence domains, Intel 
has thrown its distribution of Python into 
the ring. Whilst Python is an Open Source 
language, it’s inherently single threaded 
process. Intel’s Python is a powerful, 
multithreaded beast - ready to devour large 
AI processing tasks. Intel Python brings 
one of the most popular languages closer 
to bridging the performance gap between 
Python and equivalent functions written in 
C and C++ languages. It’s part of the new 
Intel Parallel Studio XE 2019 on page 6.
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InstallShield® 2019
Now with Full 
MSIX Package Creation

Installation Made Easy

InstallShield is ready for MSIX
- Create native MSIX packages

- Easily convert any MSI file into an MSIX package

-  Identify changes for current projects to meet
Microsoft’s MSIX standards

- Expand installation suites to include MSIX packages

For a FREE TRIAL: 
www.flexerasoftware.com/install
For more information contact MicroWay

© 2019 Flexera. All other brand and product names mentioned herein may be the trademarks and registered trademarks of their respective owners.

Upgrades Available

SAVE
Up To

50% OFF

Best Pricing. Local Service & Support.
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- Create native MSIX packages

- Easily convert any MSI file into an MSIX package

-  Identify changes for current projects to meet
Microsoft’s MSIX standards

- Expand installation suites to include MSIX packages

For a FREE TRIAL: 
www.flexerasoftware.com/install
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Powerful File Format Components & Controls
ASPOSE FOR .NET
With Aspose for .NET components you can  
build an incredibly versatile file processing 
system capable of handling as many popular  
file formats. You can easily open, create,  
modify and even convert files into many 
different file formats.

Aspose for .NET components will allow you to 
conveniently process the following file formats:

• Microsoft Word documents
• Microsoft Excel spreadsheets
• Microsoft PowerPoint presentations
• Adobe PDF documents
• Microsoft Project documents
• Microsoft Visio documents
• Microsoft Outlook emails
• Microsoft OneNote documents

No Microsoft Office Automation
Aspose for .NET components don’t require 
Microsoft Office to be installed on the machine 
to work. In short, Aspose for .NET components 
provide a better alternative to automation in  
terms of security, stability, scalability, speed, 
price and features.

SPECIAL OFFER 

10% OFF ASPOSE
(New Licenses Only)

Ends 30 June 2019

Also available for Java.

FROM

$630
inc GST

ASPOSE.OCR DEVELOPER 
SMALL BUS. LIC

DEVELOPER

Real-time data replication
DBMOTO DATABASE REPLICATION
If you depend on data from multiple databases, 
you need a data integration solution that 
supports major relational database systems 
and data warehouse appliances, and that works 
out-of-the-box.

Using an efficient visual interface, intuitive 
wizards and easy- to-follow guides, DBMoto 
helps IT staff implement the toughest 
replication requirements quickly and easily.

DBMoto provides do-it-yourself real-time 
heterogeneous data replication and change 
data capture. It gives you the performance  
and control you need to effectively replicate, 
access and manage live data without delay. 
Keeping disparate systems in sync and/or  
data safely duplicated.

DBMoto is mature and approved by enterprises 
ranging from midsized to Fortune 1000 
businesses worldwide.

• DBMoto does not require any programming 
on the source or target database platforms 
in order to deploy or run its powerful data 
integration features.

• DBMoto provides all functionality in easy 
GUI and wizard-based screens; no stored 
procedures to develop; and no proprietary 
syntax to learn.

Support many popular DB’s, including:
• Microsoft SQL Server
• Oracle
• DB2 (iSeries/AS400, AIX, Linux, Windows, z/OS)
• MySQL
• Informix
• Ingres
• Sybase ASE / SQL Anywhere
• PostgreSQL

CALL
FOR PRICING

NEW
VERSION!

IT PROFESSIONALS

IT PROFESSIONALS

MUST HAVE Tool 
For PowerShell scripting.

PowerShell scripting and tool-making
SAPIEN POWERSHELL STUDIO
Console, Scripts, Script Modules or Forms—
PowerShell Studio will meet all your scripting 
needs. Featuring a robust editor with 
syntax colouring, reference highlighting, 
bookmarking, code formatting, and code 
completion. Create, edit and manage code 
snippets. Script with cmdlets from remote 
modules.

GUI Designer
The Enhanced Form Designer makes GUI 
design fast and easy. Eliminate the need to 
manually write hundreds of lines of code. Use 
pre-wired controls to create advanced GUIs.

Script Debugger
Run and debug scripts and entire modules, 
locally and remotely. Quickly debug, fix, and 
verify any problems you may encounter.

NEW! Function Builder
Create advanced functions easily, including 
cmdlet and parameter attributes and 
comment-based help. The Function Builder 
inserts the correct syntax for you.

• Fully-featured Editor
• Create PowerShell GUI tools
• Create modules from your existing functions
• Create advanced functions with  

Function Builder
• Script with cmdlets from a remote machine
• Source control integration
• Integrated PowerShell console
• Comprehensive script debugger
• Built-in PowerShell help $630 

inc GST
WITH 1 YEAR MAINT

  I’m truly impressed. An incredibly quick, polite and professional response with actual solid 
understanding of the licensing process which is a rare thing. Job well done, MicroWay. Thanks.  
Brad Ptolemy – Director – A Broader Perspective
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Build your future with

Windows Server 2019
Windows Server 2019 is the operating system that bridges  
on-premises environments with Azure, adding additional 
layers of security while helping you modernise your applications 
and infrastructure.

THE BEST 
Microsoft 

Volume License 
PRICING 

GUARANTEED+

With a combination 
of promotional 
special offers, 

discounted prices 
and the selection 

of the right volume 
licensing options, 
MicroWay delivers  
you the best value  

and savings.

We guarantee+ to  
beat all local prices 
for the same item.

• Great Service
• Professional Advice
• Best Price

Contact MicroWay 
Today!

+Applies to Open Volume and Open Value 
volume licensing programs and pricing as 
provided by Microsoft for the Australian region. 
All manufacturer eligibility criteria must be met. 
Excludes pricing from other regions, EA and 
Select Agreements. T&C apply. E&OE.

Get the most out of  
Windows Server
Windows Server 2019 is the 
operating system that bridges  
on-premises environments with 
Azure, adding additional layers of 
security while helping you modernise 
your applications and infrastructure. 
You decide what computing 
resources stay in-house and what 
moves to the cloud.

Bring Windows Server  
licenses to Azure
Save money when you use Windows 
Server licenses in Azure. The Azure 
Hybrid Benefit lets you bring your 
on-premises Windows Server 
licenses with Software Assurance 
to Azure. Rather than paying the 
full price for a new Windows Server 
virtual machine, you pay a reduced 
compute rate.

Faster innovation 
for applications

Enable the creation 
of cloud-native apps, and 

modernise traditional apps 
using containers 

and microservices.

Advanced  
multilayer security

Elevate your security posture 
by protecting the datacenter, 
starting with the operating 

system.

Unprecedented 
hyperconverged infrastructure

Evolve your datacenter 
infrastructure to achieve greater 

efficiency and security.

By purchasing Software Assurance with your Windows Server 
licensing you gain the following important benefits

For more information contact MicroWay on Ph. 1300 553 313

Windows Server Standard, Datacenter 
& Essentials Editions

OFFER ENDS 30 June 2019
Downgrade Rights to 2016 & 2014 Included*

SPECIAL OFFER 10% 
OFF
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The application  
insight you need to  
control the chaos.
This powerful solution helps you 
ensure faster service delivery with 
continuous, predictable  
deployment of all your physical, 
virtual and mobile applications.

Download a free trial of AdminStudio:

flexera.com/adminstudio-trial

  MicroWay, thank you for your assistance, you went out of your way and it is much appreciated. 
Also, MicroWay assisted us with the difficult decision of what to buy (what we needed versus 
what we wanted) and saved us thousands of dollars.  
Rick Kouzan - Software Development Manager – SURETEK
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ACCELERATE PYTHON* PERFORMANCE
POWERED BY ANACONDA*

Supercharge Python* applications and speed up  
core computational packages with this  
performance-oriented distribution.

Available on conda*, pip*, APT GET, YUM, and Docker*

INTEL® DISTRIBUTION FOR PYTHON*

Using Intel Distribution for Python

You can:

Achieve faster Python application performance—right out of 
the box—with minimal or no changes to your code

Accelerate NumPy, SciPy, and scikit-learn with integrated Intel 
Performance Libraries such as Intel Math Kernel Library and 
Intel Data Analytics Acceleration Library

Access the latest vectorisation and multithreading instructions, 
Numba and Cython, composable parallelism with Threading 
Building Blocks, and more

Who Needs This Product

Machine Learning Developers, Data Scientists, and Analysts 
Easily implement performance-packed, production-ready scikit-
learn algorithms.

Numerical and Scientific Computing Developers 
Accelerate and scale the compute-intensive Python packages 
NumPy, SciPy, and mpi4py.

High-Performance Computing (HPC) Developers 
Unlock the power of modern hardware to accelerate your 
Python applications.

Commercial Support with Intel® Parallel Studio XE

Intel® Distribution for Python* is included in our flagship product, Intel® Parallel 
Studio XE. This powerful, robust suite of software development tools has 
everything you need to write Python native extensions: C and Fortran compilers, 
numerical libraries, and profilers. Help boost application performance by taking 
advantage of the ever-increasing processor core counts and vector register widths 
available in processors based on technology from Intel and other compatible 
processors. The 30-day trial includes online customer support.

SPECIAL OFFER - 10% OFF
Parallel Studio XE - Until 30 June 2019*

*New Licenses Only. Discount Off RRP price.

Contact MicroWay for more information and pricing.

FROM

$1165
inc GST

COMPOSER EDITION FOR C++
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  I would like to thank MicroWay for your super quick responses and the help I have  
received with the Software. As a direct result of your service, I have placed an order!  
Jacqui Aguiar – Manager – Education & Staff Development

Claim Your Discount Today!
Contact MicroWay or scan the QR code.

.NET and JavaScript tooling to build modern, 
web, mobile, desktop apps and chatbots - with 
unparalleled technical support included
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See separate brochure 
included with this edition 

for more information.
Up to 44% Cheaper than 
Microsoft SQL Server!

FREE TRIALS:
www.actian.com/zen

ZERO-ADMINISTRATION,
EMBEDDED, NANO-FOOTPRINT,

NOSQL & SQL DATABASE.
Actian Zen combines NoSQL programmatic API-based access and SQL 

relational access for the perfect blend of performance and standard access  
in the Cloud, remote and branch offices or in Mobile and IoT settings.

Zen Enterprise Server for Windows, Linux, 
Mac OS
6 – 500 Concurrent Users
Purpose-built for embedding in and bundling with 
Intelligent Applications that require localised or 
distributed Client/Server database configuration 
deployed in mid-sized branch offices, store-fronts, 
and remote field deployments across distributed large 
enterprise or to 100s to 1000s of small and medium 
sized enterprises.

Zen Workgroup for Windows Server
1-5 Concurrent Users
On-premise version of Zen Enterprise Server for Small 
businesses and branch offices or embedded use cases, 
such as medical devices, heavy machinery, etc. that 
need a full featured x86 or x64 Windows environment for 
multiple application, client-server database support.

Zen Edge Server for Mobile and IoT
1-10 Concurrent Users
Reduced footprint yet full-featured database for 
Raspbian Linux distributions and Windows IoT Core 
Server. Ideal embedded solution for mobile and IoT 
developers working with low cost commodity hardware 
like Raspberry Pi and other single board computers 
in complex instrumentation and heavy machinery, 
intelligent networks, smart vehicles, and IoT Gateways.

Zen Core for Android and iOS
Dedicated Single Application Embedded Database
2MB footprint yet full-featured database, directly embeds 
in your application through a simple NoSQL API that  
runs on most Operating Systems and is callable from  
all popular programming languages. Ideal for application 
developers who want dedicated app data management 
for Smartphones, PDAs, and IoT devices running 
iOS, Android, Android Things or any POSIX-compliant 
Linux version.
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SPECIAL OFFER

10% OFF
LEADTOOLS SDK 

New Licenses

OFFER ENDS 30 June 2019

 ’Thank you for your help MicroWay. It was a real pleasure to speak with someone so 
knowledgeable and articulate.  
John Fienieg – Director - Croftwind Software
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MicroWay Recommends 
Visual Studio 2019

Visual Studio 2019
Code faster. Work smarter. Create the future with the best-in-class IDE.

Your ideas deserve great tools

Productive

One-click code cleanup.  
Search in debug windows. 
Integrated pull requests.

Modern

.NET Core 3 Preview support. 
Cross-platform C++. Docker 

and Kubernetes support.

Innovative

Al-powered code completion. 
Real-time coding collaboration. 

Production debugging.

Integrated development environment for targeting any app, any language, any platform

Flexibility
Professional developer 

tools to build any 
application type

Productivity
Powerful features to 
improve your team's 

productivity

Collaboration
Agile project planning 

tools, team rooms, charts, 
and more

Subscriber benefits
Includes core Microsoft 

software, plus Azure, 
Pluralsight, and more

FEATURE Visual Studio 2015 Visual Studio 2017 Visual Studio 2019

Git-first workflow 

Visual Studio Live Share 

CodeLens Community Edition

Search in debug windows 

Live Unit Testing

IntelliCode

Integrated pull requests 

Out-of-process debugger 
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Other Editions and Government Pricing also available.
Contact MicroWay for more details or a formal quote.

2019
with 2 Years MSDN

Tools for every developer and every app. 
2 Years of upgrades and incredible additional benefits

Visual Studio PROFESSIONAL 
with 2 Years MSDN

$1,875 inc GST

SAVE $360

Visual Studio ENTERPRISE  
with 2 Years MSDN

+ Bonus FREE Asus Portable USB Display

$14,675 inc GST
SAVE $2,890

BONUS OFFER 
- FREE Portable USB Monitor **

When you order a New Visual Studio 
ENTERPRISE License from MicroWay.

** T&C's apply. Offer is for New Visual Studio Enterprise with 2 Year 
MSDN licenses only. Excludes Government/Academic/Charity licenses.  

Images for illustration only. Notebook PC not included. Actual USB 
monitor model may vary based on availability.

10% OFF
Visual Studio 
with 2 Years MSDN

THE ULTIMATE TAKE-ANYWHERE  
PRODUCTIVITY BOOSTER!

ASUS Portable USB 3 Powered 15.6" 
HD Display

OFFER ENDS 30 June 2019
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SQL Server 2017
Build intelligent, mission-critical applications using a scalable, 

hybrid database platform that has everything built in—from in-memory 
performance and advanced security to in-database analytics.

Your choice of language 
and platforms

Build modern applications 
using the language of 

your choice, on-premises 
and in the cloud, now on 

Windows, Linux and  
Docker containers.

Industry-leading 
performance

Take advantage of 
breakthrough scalability, 

performance, and 
availability for mission-

critical, intelligent 
applications and data 

warehouses.

Least vulnerable 
database

Protect data at rest and 
in motion with the least 

vulnerable database  
over the last seven  
years in the NIST 

vulnerabilities database.

Real-time 
intelligence

Gain transformative 
insights for your business 

with real-time analytics 
at up to 1M 

predictions/second.

End-to-end 
mobile BI

Turn raw data into 
meaningful reports that 
can be delivered to any 
device—at one-fourth  
the cost of other self-

service solutions.

For assistance with SQL Server Licensing contact MicroWay on Ph. 1300 553 313

What you’ll love about SQL Server 2017

Government & Academic 
Pricing also Available

Need SQL Server 2016 
or 2014?

Older versions of SQL Server 
Available via Downgrade Rights.

*Microsoft Terms & Conditions apply.

Contact MicroWay for details.

WARNING - END OF SUPPORT 
SQL Server 2005 and 

2008/2008 R2
Microsoft announced end of  

support for SQL Server 2005 and 
2008/2008 R2 in mid-2019.

If you continue to run these old 
versions you will be exposing 
your organisation to potential 

security, compliance standards, 
and industry regulation risks.
This can result in costly fines, 

loss of business and damage to 
your reputation.

Upgrade to Server 2017 today!

BEST SQL Server Pricing

We won’t be beaten on 
SQL Server Pricing

With a combination of promotional special 
offers, discounted prices and the selection of the 

right licensing options, working with MicroWay 
gives you value and savings.

We’ll also guarantee+ to match all local prices - so 
when you buy from MicroWay, you get a fair deal.

SPECIAL OFFER

10% OFF
SQL Server 2017 

All Editions
OFFER ENDS 30 June 2019

MicroWay recommends SQL Server
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  Thanks MicroWay in providing a very prompt and personal service. This was greatly appreciated 
and your support meant I could get back to servicing my customers with little to no down time.  
Nathan Sutton

Save 2 hours each day monitoring your SQL 
SQL MONITOR
SQL Monitor is a SQL Server monitoring tool that 
transforms the way you look at your database. 
It cuts your daily check to minutes, with a web-
based overview of all your SQL Servers.

Always have the answer to questions about 
performance.

Whether you need to talk to your boss about 
capacity planning, management about slow 
performance, or developers about troublesome 
queries, SQL Monitor makes the conversation 
easy and helps you keep on top of your SQL 
performance monitoring.

Stop performance problems spoiling your day 
(or evening).

KEY FEATURES
• Reporting - Generate reports about your 

servers and company health
• Alerting - Find problems before they become 

problems
• Global Overview - See all your servers at  

a glance
• Diagnosis - Uncover root causes in 5 minutes 

or less
• Top Queries - See which queries are slowing 

you down and how to fix them
• Availability Groups - Get insights into the 

performance and status of your groups

$2575 
inc GST

PER SERVER

By Red Gate Software

Data visualisation for Business Intelligence
CHART FX
Chart FX is the most powerful and versatile 
multi-platform tool for Web and Desktop Data 
Visualisation in the industry.

Chart Population
Chart FX supports passing data directly 
through the API, Resultset Binding, XML Files, 
Collections, Arrays, Arrays of Arrays, Text Files 
and Crosstab.

Data Analysis
Chart FX provides tools such as OLAP, 
highlighting, statistical analysis, axis sections, 
conditional attributes and more.

Visual Attributes
With over 20 different chart types, customisable 
legends, ready-to-use color palettes, multiple 
and customisable axes, per-marker attributes, 
gridlines, background images and border objects.

Platforms
.NET | Java | HTML5 | WPF | COM | SQL Server 
| Sharepoint | iOS

Easy to Code and Integrate
Helpful tools like the Chart Wizard, Tutorial and 
Samples Resource and a Programmer’s Guide 
will assist you in creating visually impressive data 
visualisation solutions with little time invested.

Enhanced User Interface
End-user chart customisation through intuitive 
menus, dialogs and toolbars. Users can export 
the charts to a variety of formats.

Internet Capabilities
Bit-stream directly to a browser, a Web Form 
enabled component, auto browser detection 
and response and drill-down capabilities.

$2040
inc GST

STUDIOFX PREMIUM 
SUBSCRIPTION

Create interactive dashboards in SharePoint 
COLLABION CHARTS FOR SHAREPOINT
Build stunning dashboards with your Line of 
Business Data in SharePoint and show the 
right insights.

With 56 Charts types providing multi-level 
drill downs, Data Grids to group, pivot, apply 
conditional logics, user defined Filters for your 
dashboards, you can create your dashboards 
in less than 15 minutes using the Wizard driven 
GUI. The interactivities adds “wow” to your 
dashboards.

Works with SharePoint On-Premise 
2019/2016/2013/2010 without the need 
for Excel Services or PerformancePoint.

100% NO-CODING 
REQUIRED SOLUTION

Connects to multiple data sources
SharePoint Lists, MS Excel, SQL Database, CSV
Multiple chart types
Line, Area, Bar, Pie, Stacked, Doughnut, Bubble, 
Scatter, etc.
Advanced customisation
Group, Filter, Drill-down, Color, Number  
Formatting etc.
Multiple export options
Export as Excel charts, image, pdf or even print
Comprehensive Support & Training
Personalised resolution and effortless upgrades

$1570 
inc GST

PRODUCTION SERVER 
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

$3920 
inc GST

PRODUCTION SERVER
PERPETUAL LIC

DEVELOPER

IT PROFESSIONALS

IT PROFESSIONALS
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With SAP Crystal Reports, you can create powerful, richly formatted, and dynamic reports 
from virtually any data source, delivered in over a dozen formats, in up to 28 languages.  
SAP Crystal Reports turns almost any data source into interactive, actionable information 
that can be accessed offline or online, from applications, portals and mobile devices.

Crystal Reports: the de-facto 
standard in pixel-perfect data 
reporting since 1991.

SAP Crystal Solutions: Essential BI for any business.

Securely access 
your business data

by connecting to nearly any data 
source in the market and by using 

standard data access protocols

Easily analyze 
your business data

with built-in sorting, formulas, 
ranking, conditional formatting, 

parameters, grouping and search 
capabilities

Efficiently share 
your business data

as pixel-perfect invoices, letters, 
statements, sales and operations 

reports, promotion campaigns and 
loyalty card reports

Are you looking to upgrade or to buy an older version? Give us a call today!

ACA-SAP-MicrowayCat-Winter2019.indd   1 18/04/2019   10:54:45 AM

With SAP Crystal Reports, you can create powerful, richly formatted, and dynamic reports 
from virtually any data source, delivered in over a dozen formats, in up to 28 languages.  
SAP Crystal Reports turns almost any data source into interactive, actionable information 
that can be accessed offline or online, from applications, portals and mobile devices.

Crystal Reports: the de-facto 
standard in pixel-perfect data 
reporting since 1991.

SAP Crystal Solutions: Essential BI for any business.

Securely access 
your business data

by connecting to nearly any data 
source in the market and by using 

standard data access protocols

Easily analyze 
your business data

with built-in sorting, formulas, 
ranking, conditional formatting, 

parameters, grouping and search 
capabilities

Efficiently share 
your business data

as pixel-perfect invoices, letters, 
statements, sales and operations 

reports, promotion campaigns and 
loyalty card reports

Are you looking to upgrade or to buy an older version? Give us a call today!

ACA-SAP-MicrowayCat-Winter2019.indd   1 18/04/2019   10:54:45 AM

Crystal SERVER - SAVE 10% until 30 June 2019
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With SAP Crystal Reports, you can create powerful, richly formatted, and dynamic reports 
from virtually any data source, delivered in over a dozen formats, in up to 28 languages.  
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that can be accessed offline or online, from applications, portals and mobile devices.
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loyalty card reports

Are you looking to upgrade or to buy an older version? Give us a call today!

ACA-SAP-MicrowayCat-Winter2019.indd   1 18/04/2019   10:54:45 AM

Take a “snapshot” of anything on your computer 
screen. Send it, store it, turn it into a detailed 
graphic, find it later. Snagit makes it easy.

The ultimate do-it-yourself screen capture tool is 
better than ever. Snagit provides a smarter and 
more efficient way to grab your images,  
with updated capture profiles and effects 
to improve how you capture, edit, share and 
organise your content.

Webcam recording - Toggle between webcam 
and screen recording during a video. Add a 
personal touch with teammates or clients, no 
matter where they are.

Panoramic Capture - Capture wide, horizontal 
scrolls, infinitely scrolling web pages, and 
everything between. Take one, precise 
screenshot instead of stitching individual 
captures together.

Combine Images 
Take separate Snagit images and combine them 
into one, organised piece of content.
Favourites 
Keep all of your most valuable tools together in 
one spot.
Stamp Search 
Quickly search through nearly 2,000 pre-made 
stamps.
Simplify Tool 
Convert your standard screenshots into 
simplified graphics.

UPGRADE FROM OLDER VERSIONS
Upgrades are available from previous versions - 

including Volume discounts for 5+ upgrades.

Every day, thousands of people around the world 
use Camtasia to train, teach, sell, and more...
using video! It’s the easy way to demonstrate a 
process, a product, or an idea.

Train - With Camtasia, you can produce 
interactive training and support videos that travel 
anywhere and are ready for instant viewing by 
staff or customers, day or night.

Sell - Camtasia makes it easy for anyone 
— even a multimedia novice — to produce a 
slick, professional-looking screen video on a 
shoestring budget.

Educate - Record video lessons that demonstrate 
visual or technical subjects. Record a live 
presentation or lecture to give learners a rewind 

button for class. Help them learn at their own 
pace...or catch up from an absence.

Automatic Audio Levelling - Camtasia 
automatically adjusts the loudness across clips 
in a project to maintain consistent audio levels 
throughout the video.
Cursor Smoothing - Quickly fix distracting cursor 
movements to maintain viewers’ focus in the 
video. Make mouse activity smooth and precise.
Enhanced Asset Library - Download additional 
device frames from the TechSmith Assets website 
to provide a professional look to your video.
Customize Shortcuts - Speed up video creation 
based on your preferences by customising the 
recording and editing keyboard shortcuts.

Screen Capture & Video Recording
SNAGIT 2019

Make Amazing Videos - EASY!
CAMTASIA 2019

MUST 
HAVE 
TOOL

EASY 
TO 

USE

FROM

$303 
inc GST

5-USER

FROM

$383 
inc GST

1-USER

IT PROFESSIONALS
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  I’d just like to compliment MicroWay on the superbly detailed instructions for setting up and 
activating the subscription. I would have been lost without them.  
Richard Almond – Software Engineer - Geophysical Software Solutions Pty Ltd

IT PROFESSIONALS

Camtasia & Snagit 
BUNDLE

Buy both products 
together as a 

bundle and SAVE!
FROM

$420 
inc GST

CAMTASIA & 
SNAGIT BUNDLE
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Create beautiful, inherently responsive e-learning right in 

your web browser. There’s no software to download and no 

learning curve. Just a simple, easy-to-use web app. 

In just one click, preview individual lessons or your entire 

course before you publish to see how it’ll look to learners on 

desktop, tablet, and mobile devices.

Rise publishes SCORM- and Tin Can API-compliant courses 

that play seamlessly in your LMS on any desktop, laptop, and 

mobile device your learners choose.

Web authoring

Featured Articulate 360 product

Mobile previews

Easy distribution

Responsive course authoring, done right

Rise 360

Rise automatically adapts courses for every device under the sun—you don’t do a 

thing. It’s responsive authoring the way it should be.

Effortlessly responsive lessons

Every lesson in Rise 360 is fun to experience and beautiful to 

behold on any device.

Dazzling interactions 
The interactive lessons in Rise 360 get your learners swiping, 

tapping, and fully engaged. You add text and media — Rise 

does the rest.

Custom lessons 
Unleash your creativity with the learning blocks in Rise 360. 

They’re components you stack to design custom lessons that 

look gorgeous on every device, in every orientation.

Multiple-choice quizzes 
See what your learners know or simply pique their interest. 

You can easily build multiple-choice assessments in Rise 360.

Pricing

Articulate 360 for Individuals 
Everything you need to simplify and speed 

your e-learning projects.

$1,404 inc GST

Articulate 360 for Teams 
Add team administration, consolidated building, 

priority support, and more.

$1,830 inc GST

Academic pricing also available
For more information or pricing contact MicroWay.

More Information 

See the separate Articulate 360 brochure 

included in this edition of the MicroWay Update.

BONUS OFFER
Blue Yeti Microphone

www.microway.com.au
For details
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Create beautiful, inherently responsive e-learning right in 

your web browser. There’s no software to download and no 

learning curve. Just a simple, easy-to-use web app. 

In just one click, preview individual lessons or your entire 

course before you publish to see how it’ll look to learners on 

desktop, tablet, and mobile devices.

Rise publishes SCORM- and Tin Can API-compliant courses 

that play seamlessly in your LMS on any desktop, laptop, and 

mobile device your learners choose.

Web authoring

Featured Articulate 360 product

Mobile previews

Easy distribution

Responsive course authoring, done right

Rise 360

Rise automatically adapts courses for every device under the sun—you don’t do a 

thing. It’s responsive authoring the way it should be.

Effortlessly responsive lessons

Every lesson in Rise 360 is fun to experience and beautiful to 

behold on any device.

Dazzling interactions 
The interactive lessons in Rise 360 get your learners swiping, 

tapping, and fully engaged. You add text and media — Rise 

does the rest.

Custom lessons 
Unleash your creativity with the learning blocks in Rise 360. 

They’re components you stack to design custom lessons that 

look gorgeous on every device, in every orientation.

Multiple-choice quizzes 
See what your learners know or simply pique their interest. 

You can easily build multiple-choice assessments in Rise 360.

Pricing

Articulate 360 for Individuals 
Everything you need to simplify and speed 

your e-learning projects.

$1,404 inc GST

Articulate 360 for Teams 
Add team administration, consolidated building, 

priority support, and more.

$1,830 inc GST

Academic pricing also available
For more information or pricing contact MicroWay.

More Information 

See the separate Articulate 360 brochure 

included in this edition of the MicroWay Update.

$1,520 inc GST

$1,975 inc GST

Personal

  MicroWay’s commitment to great customer service and product knowledge is to  
be commended.  
Jill L. - eLearning Development Coordinator
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MICRO CONTENT AUTHORING • Chatbot 
• Online Now . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

madcap· 
FLARE 

Your search for 'snippet" returned 476 result(s). 

G 
Snippet A file that is sort of like a miniature topic. You can insert and forma 
tables, images, and whatever else can be included in a normal topic. A snippet 
can be inserted into one or more topics throughout your project. thus allowing 
you to reuse content that is maintained in one place. You can even insert them 
into other snippets, creating nested snippets. � 

Why use snippets? 

What are text and block snippets? 

What are snippet conditions? 
What are the most common tasks involving snippets? 

Using Snippet Conditions 
Snippet conditions are condition tags that you can apply to content wrthm snippets. 
snippet is used, but there are some small differences in some places. This allows yo 
./Sn1ppets/Using-Snippet-Cond1t1ons.htm 

• Hello! How can we help? 

What is a snippet? • 

A snippet is an important file 
usedforsingle-sourcing that acts 
sort of like a miniature topic. 

Type your message here ... 

CHATBOTS 

• • t • • I 

Your Name 

Simoo Madcap 

Email 

Enter your email address minim..., of 750x750pixels 

Profile Image 

Aoceptc,dform..ts: 
.jpg,.p,,g..gil 

Choose a file Of 
drop image here 

FIELD-LEVEL HELP 

Fred IT Group, Australia's Largest Pharmacy IT Solutions Provider, Creates Integrated 
Online Help and Customised elearning Training Courses Using Madcap Flare 

Having a single publishing process for our Online Help and Learning Pathways with Flare has allowed 
us to reduce overhead for user management and technical support, significantly reducing our costs. 

ZANETA NACKOVSKA I Training Advisor, Fred IT Group 

-•-
.._ madcap 
� software START YOUR FREE 30-DAY TRIAL »> www.madcapsoftware.com 
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  Thank you for your help MicroWay. It was a real pleasure to speak 
with someone so knowledgeable and articulate.  
John Fienieg – Director - Croftwind Software
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ABN 56 129 024 825

MicroWay is a registered 
trademark of MicroWay 
Pty Ltd. Other marks 
are trademarks of their 
registered owners. Errors 
and omission excepted.

Prices, correct at time of 
going to press, are subject 
to change without notice. 
Some products are only 
available via download 
with the box images being 
display only. Some prices 
are available for a limited 
time only.

© Copyright 
MicroWay, 2019.

MicroWay is the region’s largest distributor of software tools for developers, e-learning authors 
and IT professionals. With over 3,000 products and more than 17,000 customers throughout 
Australia and New Zealand - we’ve been helping customers locally for over 34 years.

MELBOURNE - PO Box 84, Braeside VIC 3195 
SYDNEY - PO Box 1733, Crows Nest NSW 1585 
Phone 1300 553 313   Fax 1300 132 709
Email sales@microway.com.au   Web www.microway.com.au

AUCKLAND - PO Box 912026, Victoria Street West,  
Auckland 1142, New Zealand  
Phone 0800 450 168   Email sales@microway.co.nz

Enquiries outside Australia  Phone +613 9580 1333   Fax +613 9580 8995

Instantly Search Terabytes of Text
DTSEARCH
• Supports MS Office through current versions (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, 

Access), OpenOffice, ZIP, HTML, XML/XSL, PDF and many other formats
• Supports Exchange, Outlook, Thunderbird and other popular email types, 

including nested and ZIP attachments
• Spider supports public and secure, static and dynamic (ASP.NET, 

SharePoint, CMS, PHP, etc.) web data
• APIs for SQL-type data, including BLOB data
• Highlights hits in all supported data types

25+ FULL-TEXT AND FIELDED 
DATA SEARCH OPTIONS
• Federated searching
• Special forensics search options emails  

(with nested attachments), and
• Advanced data classification objects

API’S FOR C++, JAVA AND .NET
• Native 64-bit and 32-bit Win / Linux APIs
• .NET Spider API
• Document filters also available for  

separate licensing

DTSEARCH PRODUCTS

Desktop with Spider

Network with Spider

Web with Spider

Publish (portable media)

Engine for Windows

Engine for Linux

Engine for Mac

Engine for Android beta

Engine for iOS

NEW
VERSION!

7.92
FROM

$315 
inc GST

DESKTOP ED.

dtSearch “can search through terabytes 
of text (one terabyte is 1,024 gigabytes) in 
a few seconds.” dtSearch “can find, and 
highlight, words in documents quickly ... 
Original files are not altered. dtSearch 
works only through its index.”

— The Ledger 

“As far as search capabilities, few products 
of any kind are as comprehensive as 
dtSearch ... If you want the most power 
possible, give dtSearch a good, long look.”

— PC Magazine

“dtSearch allows instant, vast searches.” 

— Legal Management

dtSearch “is the most powerful document 
search tool on the market.”

— Wired Magazine 

“Intuitive and austere ... dtSearch does 
extensive, intricate searching accurately 
and efficiently ... a superb search tool.” 

— PC World

IT PROFESSIONALS


